GE Healthcare

Discover a world where
you are in control
of space and
time...

...A world
of knowledge
perpetually renewed

GE imagination at work

This world is in
your hands

your space

your time

Receive live, on-screen clinical expert support and training

Schedule learning sessions at the most convenient times

Get live application support from a clinical expert over the phone and
through your equipment console or Advantage Workstations. Our remote
experts can help solve procedural or processing issues in real time—as
you encounter them. No more distance: these clinical experts see exactly
what you see on your screen and can even “take your hand” to personally
show you how to navigate the imaging system faster and more efficiently.

With AppsLinq, you also get training lessons on your own terms.

Together, you will discover a new space of knowledge—your space.

You may want to start by practising your routine, with real-time feedback.
Or jump to the next level, adding new diagnostic skills to your range of
expertise, with on-screen intensive coaching from our remote specialists—
individually or in small groups. With proper guidance and the right protocols
regularly updated, you may quickly be confident enough to practise these
new techniques and procedures you thought were out of your reach.

your way

And not only will AppsLinq help improve your performance level, it can also
help reduce scan time.

Be confident in managing sophisticated scanning
technologies

You. empowered

GE Healthcare is known for its dedication to troubleshooting services.
AppsLinq is no exception: our clinical experts provide first-class training
and support services. AppsLinq support is available at any point during
an examination of a patient, whether it is a familiar procedure that you
want to optimise or a new procedure for which you need the guidance
of an expert. AppsLinq was developed for you—to help improve your skills
and allow you to handle whatever comes your way.

Reduce scan time, optimise protocol use—with high
quality imagery

It is meant for you—to be empowered

Sign up for a live demonstration at: gehealthcare.com/appslinq

GE Healthcare
Chalfont St.Giles,
Buckinghamshire,
UK

Early adopters of the AppsLinq program report acquiring more diagnostic
data with reduced exam times, which translates into increased productivity
and clinical excellence. This means more appointments available to service
a greater number of patients without any change in operations.
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